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WHO WE ARE

OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

GLS

GLNA 2022 VISION

We are part of the Global Leadership 
Network, a not-for-profit ministry working 
with leaders from a wide range of 
denominations in over 100 countries around 
the globe.

We see Australian Churches full of people 
developing their leadership and impacting 
their world. 

To inspire and equip world-class leadership 
that ignites transformation.

The Global Leadership Summit impacts 
over 400,000 participants in 135 countries 
each year through world-class leadership 
training. The GLS has been held in Australia 
via videocast since 2005 and has grown to 
impact over 6,000 participants at 25+ Premier 
Host Sites during October-November and 
12+ High Schools via “Student GLS” during 
April-July. 

Our vision is to grow the GLS to impact over 
10,000 leaders per year in Australia by 2022. 

Learn more at  
globalleadership.org.au
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Gary Schwammlein 
President Emeritus, 

Global Leadership Network

You have influence—and it impacts everything and everyone around you. 
Wherever your influence is invested—your business, your church, your 
home, your school—it has the power to change lives.  

Influence is at the core of leadership. We’re living in a fractured world, but 
there is hope because men and women just like you are hungry to transform 
lives and unite their communities. 

Developing your effectiveness in leadership is a process—one that takes a 
commitment to pursuing growth and strengthening skills that can maximize 
your contribution and impact. It is our privilege to serve you by providing 
access to resources that can increase your leadership influence while offering 
inspiration and equipping—and keep stoking the fire God is igniting in you. 

Earlier this year, we changed our ministry’s name to Global Leadership 
Network. The name change reflects our expanded focus on innovations 
that inspire vision and encourage transformation in all Christ-followers. Our 
name may be different, but our commitment to serving you with leadership 
development opportunities beyond the Summit has never been stronger.

We invite you to pray with us for the more than 400,000 people in 135+ 
countries who are expected to attend this year’s Global Leadership Summit. 

It is our hope that God will use these days to challenge you where you need 
to be challenged, equip you for the limitless opportunities ahead of you and 
inspire you to turn your God-given grander vision into a reality! 

Tom De Vries 
President & CEO, 

Global Leadership Network
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•  Speakers  
Find out more about our amazing 
speakers for GLS 2019. Including Craig 
Groeschel, Jo Saxton, Bear Grylls and 
many more!

•  Session Notes  
Follow along in each session with notes and a 
graphical session overview.

•  Register for 2020  
Use the app to quickly register for our 
upcoming 2020 events.

•  Feedback  
We want to hear your feedback of your 
experience at GLS 2019. Use the app to 
quickly give your feedback online.

Download the Free  
GLSAUS App Today!

THE GLSAUS APP
DOWNLOAD 

Leadership is a tough 
journey and no one wants 

to walk that road alone. The 
connection I receive with 
other like minded leaders 
makes attending the GLS 

in my city totally worth it! 
Learning from one another 

is powerful and setting aside 
the time to attend this event 

is one of the best choices I 
make each year.

Karen Wilson
Director of Strategic Relations,  

Transform Aid International

2020
2020
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Introducing 
SUMMIT FACILITATORS

4                   THE GLOBAL LEADERSHIP SUMMIT  

Your facilitator will help you move from information to 
transformation through a guided discussion after each session. 

These discussion times are ideal for:

Enhance your influence! Start at the Summit by making the 
most of the discussion time and planning your next steps!

• Thinking through the big ideas presented based on where you are in your 
leadership and culture.

• Giving voice to the thoughts and ideas that were awakened by the speakers.
• Sketching out the first notes of a vision and the next steps to make it a reality.
• Identifying how to use the tools you are receiving, so that after the Summit is 

over you can take  action and make the changes you want. 
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Guest faculty members are invited to participate in this event based on 
proven abilities in their field of expertise. Their beliefs may not necessarily 
reflect those of Global Leadership Network, and their presence at the  
Summit does not imply endorsement of their views or affiliations.
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Craig Groeschel
Co-Founder & Senior Pastor, Life.Church
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Craig Groeschel is senior pastor of Life.Church, an 
innovative church meeting in multiple U.S. locations 
and globally online. Known for its missional approach 
utilizing the latest technology, Life.Church is the 
creator of the YouVersion Bible App—downloaded in 
every country. Named in the top 25 CEOs in the U.S. 
(small and midsize companies), Groeschel is a New 
York Times best-selling author, speaks frequently 
across North America and around the world and hosts 
the Craig Groeschel Leadership Podcast—with more 
than 1 million monthly downloads.
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@craiggroeschel
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Craig explains that investing more—over time—eventually brings a 
diminishing return and there comes a time when the additional cost 
isn’t worth the additional resources.

Share with those on your team your initial reaction to the concept of 
investing less and getting more.

GETMO | Good Enough to Move On
Craig invites us to find the sweet spot of investment, what he calls 
‘GETMO,’ by figuring out when it is Good Enough to Move On. Using 
the graph below, demonstrate the GETMO curve with an example 
from your life.

□   Think of a repeating task you are responsible for.

□   Describe the personal investment and amount of return at each                                 
point on the GETMO graph

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Session 1 | DISCUSSION GUIDE

Thinking of the same task from above, identify the factors most helpful 
to you in determining when something is good enough to move on.

In what area of your current role is the pursuit of perfection limiting 
you?

Bend the Curve

Craig invites us to bend the curve by: 

Thinking INSIDE the box. He explains that decisions drain your energy 
while constraints drive creativity. Write down a few ideas of constraints 
that you can use to drive creativity.

________________________________________________________________
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Burning the ships. Craig describes this as completely selling out to 
the path forward. Identify one task you want to accomplish in the next 
year.

How can you “burn the ships” to keep yourself and/or your team from 
going backwards?

ACT
Reflecting back on Craig’s key points, which ONE of these will you 
focus on in the next 7 days that will improve the results you want in 
the environment you lead?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Session 1 | DISCUSSION GUIDE
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compassion.com.au

Sponsor a child and give a hope more 
powerful than poverty.
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Todd Henry teaches leaders and organisations how to 
establish practices that lead to everyday brilliance. As 
host of The Accidental Creative Podcast—with millions of 
downloads—Henry delivers weekly tips and ideas for 
staying prolific, brilliant and healthy. He is the  author 
of four books, including Die Empty which was named by 
Amazon as one of the best books of 2013. Henry’s latest 
book, Herding Tigers, Be the Leader that Creative People 
Need, is a practical handbook for anyone charged with 
leading people and teams to creative brilliance.  

Todd Henry 
Founder, Accidental Creative; Author;  
Leadership Consultant
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@toddhenry
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Todd Henry

Todd Henry shares how we can unleash our team to the heights of 
creativity to solve problems in a sustainable and healthy way. His 
practical insights, drawn from years of leading teams, help us assess 
the ways our leadership might undermine how our team works best.

Prolific, Brilliant and Healthy
Todd says all teams should aim to be:

□   Prolific – producing a lot of work
□   Brilliant – producing great work
□   Healthy – producing work in a sustainable way

Which one of these three is a strength for your team? Which one is a 
struggle?

Stability and Challenge
In order to do work that is prolific, brilliant, and healthy, Todd says 
teams need two things from their leaders:

□   Stability – boundaries, clarity, and protection
□   Challenge – belief, permission to take risks

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Session 2 | DISCUSSION GUIDE

Use the scales below and on the next page to take a quick pulse on 
your team’s condition today. Circle the number on the grid that best 
describes your team.

Todd uses a grid to illustrate how different levels of stability and 
challenge can affect teams. Based on your answers on the previous 
page and above, what quadrant would your team fall into right now.

ANGRY    //    THRIVING    //    LOST    //    STUCK

How does the word in that quadrant you selected align with the feel of 
your team at this moment?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Todd Henry

ACT
Reflect on Todd’s leadership insights and identify ONE thing you 
can do differently this week to move your team towards the thriving 
quadrant.

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Session 2 | DISCUSSION GUIDE

To share
the love
of Jesus

Translate // Distribute // Engage // Advocate

WORKING TOGETHER TO REACH
EVERYONE WITH THE GOSPEL.

biblesociety.org.au
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IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
PRESENTED BY

A one-day conference for 
anyone wanting to grow 
their leadership. 
 
Carey Nieuwhof is a Canadian 
Pastor, best-selling author, 
leadership expert, attorney 
and non-profit leader. His top-
rated Leadership Podcast and 
widely-read leadership blogs 
are accessed over a million 
times a month by leaders all 
over the world. Carey and his 
wife, Toni, have two grown 
sons.

SIX one-day events across 4 
states!

*GLS Plus registrations are only 
available in-conference as part of 
the Combo Deal (with GLS20). Sold 
separately from 1st December at the 
Super Early Bird price of $89 inc GST.

GLOBALLEADERSHIP.ORG.AU
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One-Day Leadership Conference

on Friday, 20 March 
TOOWOOMBA

on Monday, 23 March 
BRISBANE

on Wednesday, 25 March 
ADELAIDE

on Thursday, 26 March
GEELONG

on Tuesday, 31 March
SYDNEY

on Wednesday, 1 April
NEWCASTLE

GLOBALLEADERSHIP.ORG.AU

Save $29* Register for both GLS20 AND 
GLS Plus 2020 with Carey Nieuwhof.
Group Discount, Buy 10 registrations, get 1 free!189$ COMBO DEAL
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It starts as a seed that takes root in your soul and 
grows into an insatiable and undeniable desire to 
connect with God’s vision for your one and only life.  

A Grander Vision is your role to play in God’s  
Kingdom...using your faithful presence every day.   

Are you going to compromise by following a lesser 
vision?  Or, are you willing to dive headfirst into 
pursuing the inspiring, unpredictable, vibrant and 
soul-satisfying Grander Vision God has just for you?

A  
GRANDER 

VISION

What have you found courage to do 
because of attending GLS?  

info@globalleadership.org.au

Share your Grander Vision story email us at :

Pete Ochs
Founder & Chairman  

Capital III
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Impacting Hutchinson Correctional Facility
Hutchinson, Kansas – USA

Impacting refugees and migrants
Lisbon, Portugal
lisbonproject.org

Gabriela Faria
Director 

The Lisbon Project 

Pete Ochs
Founder & Chairman  

Capital III

Impacting the Church  
and people of Kenya
Nairobi, Kenya

Archbishop Jackson Ole Sapit
Archbishop 

Anglican Church of Africa
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Liz Bohannon is the co-founder of Sseko Designs, a  
socially-conscious fashion brand that works to create 
leadership and educational opportunities for women 
across the globe. She believes that business is a powerful 
platform for social change and that girls are our future. 
She was named by Bloomberg Businessweek as a top 
social entrepreneur and by Forbes as a top 20 speaker. 

Liz Bohannon
Co-Founder & Co-CEO, Sseko Designs
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@lizbohannon
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Liz Bohannon

Liz Bohannon is co-founder and CEO of a socially conscious fashion 
brand, Sseko Designs. In her talk, Liz shares how a small start can lead 
to a big dream. Coining the phrase and authoring her book, Beginner’s 
Pluck, Liz debunks some of the myths about beginner’s luck, and 
how thinking like a beginner might be one of the best advantages of 
leadership.

Evolve to the Next Level
Liz tells us that as her company was needing to grow, she was needing 
to make significant changes to evolve her leadership and business. 
Take a brief inventory to determine what hires or infrastructure needs 
would help evolve your leadership, team, or organisation to the next 
level.

Identify how to take one step toward executing one of those ideas 
today, i.e. set up a meeting, make a call, etc. 

The Learning Cycle
Liz shares the four stages of learning: unconscious incompetence, 
conscious incompetence, conscious competence, unconscious 
competence. When it comes to your current leadership, with which 
stage of the learning cycle do you most identify? What areas of 
conscious incompetence (being aware of what you don’t know) are 
you currently experiencing? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Session 2 | DISCUSSION GUIDE

Dream Small
What big dream is within you that gives you a sense of having a 
particular role to play in this world? What single, small expression of 
the big dream can you begin, or continue, that will move you from 
simply a dreamer to a doer of your dream? 

Don’t be the Hero
In what ways can you leverage your current leadership to help others 
achieve their dreams? Who is one person you can support in order to 
help their small dream reach its potential?

ACT
Put your big dream in motion, or move it a little farther, by naming the 
ONE small expression of your dream that you will focus on this year

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Meet the creatives who have 
contributed to The Global 
Leadership Summit at:

SUMMIT ARTS

As Summit attendees, we attend each year because this unique 
gathering lifts our ordinary thinking, points us toward new 

perspectives and inspires us to live, work and dream differently.  
The ambition of our creativity is the same, and that’s why it is 

deeply woven into the fabric of the Summit experience.

GlobalLeadership.org/SummitArts
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THE GLOBAL LEADERSHIP 

SUMMIT TEAM EDITION

is exclusively designed to 

develop your leadership and 

your team with the Summit 

experience. Packed with world-

class leadership insight and best 

practices, challenge yourself as a 

leader with high-impact talks as 

well as processing tools for next 

level application.

EXCLUSIVE OFFER
Receive a Free Digital Team 

Edition video streaming when 
you purchase the Team Edition 

USB At the Summit.

WATCH + DISCUSS  
The Summit Talks With Your Team

197$

Inc GST

2019 Team Edition 
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The Global Leadership Summit Team Edition on DVD  
is designed to help you and your team continue your leadership  
development. Identify individual and team development goals  

and use this resource to help advance what matters most  
to you and your organization.

Kit Includes:
• High-impact talks from  

The Global Leadership  
Summit 2019 (messages only)

Bonus Features:
• 2019 Grander Vision stories
• PDF with session outlines and  

discussion questions to process  
important ideas and next steps  
with your team

 & © 2019 Global Leadership Network. P.O. Box 3188, Barrington, IL 60010,  
U.S.A. All rights reserved. Unauthorized duplication and distribution prohibited.
Warning: No copies of this program, in whole or in part, may be made for any  
reason or purpose whatsoever. A limited license for public exhibition for up to  
25 people is granted to churches or organizations so long as no fee of any kind is 
charged. Using this content for training events of more than 25 people constitutes  
a private view event, and requires separate licensing and permissions. Please visit  
globalleadership.org/tepermissions for more information about permissions  
request. Commercial use of this program, including conferences, conventions,  
internet, broadcast, and fundraising is strictly prohibited.

GlobalLeadership.org

DVD VERSION

A major portion of every purchase is invested in bringing tools to  
courageous leaders in under-resourced communities worldwide.

Language features subtitle or voiceover available for select sessions. DeVon
Franklin

Bozoma
Saint John

Craig 
Groeschel

Bear
Grylls

Ben  
Sherwood

Danielle
Strickland

Patrick
Lencioni

Aja
Brown

Dr. Krish
Kandiah

Liz
Bohannon

Jia
Jiang

Jason
Dorsey

Chris
Voss

Jo
Saxton

Todd
Henry

How to Leverage this Resource: 
 1.  Re-watch the sessions that impacted you most.  
  To unite your team, watch these sessions together  
  with those who were not able to attend the Summit  
  with you.

 2. Identify the topics and ideas that challenged you  
  the most. Select the corresponding video talks,  
  and then use the discussion guides to process  
  with your team.

Team Edition

 & © 2019 Global Leadership Network. 
All rights reserved. 

GlobalLeadership.org

Team Edition
ON USB
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Jason Dorsey is President of The Center for Generational 
Kinetics, which delivers research, speaking and 
consulting to separate generational myth from truth for 
leaders around the world. His team has repositioned 
global brands to win each generation and taken 
clients from last to first in both employee retention 
and customer growth. Considered the #1 generations 
speaker and researcher and called a “research guru” 
by Adweek, Dorsey uses original data-driven research 
to explain generational behaviors.

Jason Dorsey
#1 Rated Gen Z & Millennial Speaker; Researcher
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Jason Dorsey

Jason Dorsey says there are five generations working in the world 
today. Look at the birth years and fill out the table below, identifying 
yourself and each person on your team along with the generation 
each person represents.

□   Generation Z:  1996–Present
□   Millennials:  1977/1981–1995
□   Generation X:  1965–1976/1980
□   Baby Boomers: 1946–1964
□   Traditionalists: Pre-1946

In what ways have you and/or your team experienced generational 
tension?

Trends that Shape Generations
Jason says the number one trend that shapes generations is parenting. 
What was your family’s parenting philosophy and how did it impact 
your view of leadership? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Session 3 | DISCUSSION GUIDE

A second trend that shapes generations is technology. Jason 
says, “Technology is only new if you can remember the way it was 
before.” Reflect on your relationship with technology. How does your 
relationship to technology impact the way you lead and/or what you 
expect leadership to look like?

A third trend that shapes generations is geography: urban vs. rural 
and differences between countries.  How have you seen geography 
play a role in generational distinctives in your place of work?

Action Steps
Jason provides three action steps to help generations work together 
better on teams. Discuss how you can take action in these areas today.

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Jason Dorsey

Provide specific examples of the performance you expect. 
Jason says, “The language of leadership varies in interpretation by 
generation, gender, and geography.” What are some areas where 
performance expectations have been mis-interpreted in the past? 

Non-linear messaging. Millennials and Gen Z do not think linear. 
They are outcome- driven. They need to see the end first and then 
they will follow every step. What are some areas where linear thinking 
has caused challenges on your team? 

Provide quick-hit feedback. Baby Boomers and Generation X were 
taught: “If your boss is talking to you, you’re doing something wrong.” 
Millennials and Generation Z were taught: “If your boss is not talking 
to you, you’re doing something wrong.” As a team, spend some time 
talking about your feedback preferences.

ACT
Of all the learning on generations, what action will you take first to 
improve the relationships on your team?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Session 3 | DISCUSSION GUIDE
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GLS 2020
October - November 2020 
25+ Host Sites across Australia

IN-CONFERENCE
SPECIAL

$109
STUDENTS

$89
YOUTH

$50
(under 30yrs & studying)(18yrs & under)

In-conference 
special: Buy 5^ or 
more registrations 
to receive GLS 
Ambassador 
benefits inc a FREE 
Team Edition USB 
(valued at $220!) 

SAVE $60

REGISTER NOW & SAVE

Group Discount~ 
Buy 10 registrations,  
get 1 free! 

*Special in-conference rates until 30th November.
^Only available when purchasing 5 or more $109 tickets during in-conference. 

~Group Discount valid to 1 GLS site only and must be a ticket of the same value.

Register in under 2 minutes!

GLOBALLEADERSHIP.ORG.AU

NEW
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October - November 2020 
25+ Host Sites across Australia

Group Discount~ 
Buy 10 registrations,  
get 1 free! 

*Special in-conference rates until 30th November.
^Only available when purchasing 5 or more $109 tickets during in-conference. 

~Group Discount valid to 1 GLS site only and must be a ticket of the same value.
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DeVon Franklin is an award-winning producer, best-
selling author and spiritual success coach. Beliefnet 
named him one of the Most Influential Christians 
Under 40. He is CEO of Franklin Entertainment with 
20th Century Fox and has produced the hit films 
Miracles from Heaven, Heaven is for Real and The Star. 
A New York Times best-selling author, his latest book 
is The Truth About Men: What Men and Women Need to 
Know. Franklin is dedicated to using his leadership and 
the media as a powerful tool to encourage millions of 
lives around the world.

DeVon Franklin
Producer, Author, Speaker;  
CEO of Franklin Entertainment
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@DeVonFranklin
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DeVon Franklin

DeVon uses the example of two different brands of chocolate chip 
cookies to illustrate that it is their difference that makes room for both 
of them on a grocery store shelf. Think about your life and make a list 
below of the characteristics you bring to the table that differentiate 
you from others. 

Destiny is a Process
DeVon has an insightful definition of destiny. While many people think 
of destiny as a destination, he sees it as a process of committing to 
your calling and working out that commitment every single day. What 
would it look like for you to own your differences and unique calling—
living it out today more than you did yesterday?  What barriers, fears, 
or distractions keep you from living out your unique calling every day? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Hang with Those Who Encourage Your Difference
DeVon says we should only allow people around us who cultivate our 
difference. List the key people who encourage the distinctive call on 
your life.

ACT
Now that you’ve reflected on the differences that make you unique, 
what is ONE thing you’ll do differently in your leadership this week?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Learn more about  
becoming a GLS Host Site

Student GLS

GLS Premier

GLS Private View

Now in it’s 4th year! Join an anticipated 15+ Australian 
High Schools to host a special version of the GLS 
uniquely designed to inspire and equip those in grades 
8-12 with a grander vision and purpose for their lives. 
Held between April and July, normally 9am-3pm.

In 25+ locations across Australia during October & 
November each year. Gather your local community 
to experience the inspiration of a unique and vibrant 
leadership learning environment. 

A special format for large organisations who want 
to harness the GLS in-house to grow the leadership 
capacity of their staff. Access the archive of 
GLS content to create a custom-built leadership 
development tool, designed for use as a half-day or 
1-day conference.

BECOME A HOST SITE
Harness the impact of the GLS in your local community 

through hosting one of the following formats: 

GLOBALLEADERSHIP.ORG.AU/HOST
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Benefits Include

GLS AMBASSADOR
Grow your leadership and develop the leaders around you 

by becoming a GLS Ambassador

One copy of the GLS 2019 Team Edition USB (valued at 
$197 - posted on 5/12/19)

Online Leadership Development Resources (exclusive 
access for you and your team)

15% off at Koorong year-round (in-store and online)

Receive GLS promotional tools (promo 2020 GLNA events 
to your network)

JOIN
TODAY

$220 In-Conference only special: Group 
leaders purchasing 5 or more GLS 
2019 tickets automatically become a 
GLS Ambassador for FREE!

INC GST

GLS Ambassador is only available for individuals and will 
be valid until 1/10/20 irrespective of when it is purchased.

Learn more about  
becoming a GLS Host Site

GLOBALLEADERSHIP.ORG.AU/AMBASSADOR
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Patrick Lencioni is the author of eleven best-selling 
books with more than five million copies sold, 
including The Five Dysfunctions of a Team. Dedicated 
to providing organisations with ideas, products and 
services that improve teamwork, clarity and employee 
engagement, his leadership models serve a diverse 
base from Fortune 500 companies to professional 
sports organisations to churches. A Summit favourite, 
Lencioni will unpack his new work on motivation and 
how it shapes our leadership.

Patrick Lencioni
Best-Selling Author; Founder & CEO, The Table Group
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Patrick Lencioni

Patrick Lencioni, founder of The Table Group and author of eleven 
best-selling books, works with companies to improve organisational 
health and increase leadership potential. In his talk, Patrick tells of the 
importance of understanding why someone wants to be a leader in 
order to understand how to be a great leader.
 
Two Leadership Types
Patrick talks about two types of leadership—one good the other 
bad. He refers to these as responsibility-based leadership or reward-
centered leadership.

When you think about the most influential leaders who have personally 
impacted you, what was their primary motive—what their leadership 
does for others, or what their leadership does for them? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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When have you operated as a reward-centered leader and how did it 
impact those around you? When have you operated as a responsibility-
based leader and how did it impact those around you?

ACT
Review Patrick’s 5 Leadership Abdications and identify ONE of them 
that you can begin to own fully over the next week.

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Born to Nigerian parents and raised in London, England, 
Jo Saxton brings a multicultural and international 
perspective to leadership. She has served on staff 
teams in churches in the UK and the U.S. and is the 
founder of the Ezer Collective, an initiative that equips 
and invests in women leaders. Saxton co-hosts the 
podcast Lead Stories: Tales of Leadership and Life with 
Steph O’Brien and has authored three books, including 
The Dream of You. 

Jo Saxton
Author; Leadership Coach; Entrepreneur
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Jo Saxton

Jo Saxton tells how flourishing leaders all want to level up in their 
leadership, but sometimes struggle with how to do it. She challenges 
us to consider three important questions in order to see a world filled 
with leaders who are healthy and free to lead with all the gifts and 
talents they need to lead themselves and others.
 
Question 1: Who were you before anyone told you who you’re 
supposed to be?
What kind of pain did you face that may have caused you to cover up 
the leader you really are? Was there a loss, a failed project, a conflict 
or relational breakdown? Were you passed over for that promotion, 
or did you walk through a crisis? Take some time to note these 
challenges and disappointments.

How can you now level up by living a new story, based on the truth of 
who you actually are—your gifts, worth, and value. In what ways could 
you start to reclaim the person that you were meant to be?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Question 2: If your body could talk to you, what would it want to 
say?
Jo shares a personal story of how she experienced physical, emotional, 
and mental burnout. Take some time to consider what your body 
could be saying to you? List below 

Question 3: Who are your people?
Jo shares that it takes a village to raise and sustain a leader. She 
challenges us to cultivate lifegiving, honest friendships. And to not 
only have great friends, but to become a lodestar leader. Who are 
your people?

ACT
Review Jo’s key questions and determine which ONE resonates most 
with you today and what change can you make to level up in that area?

________________________________________________________________
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The accounts and investments in this advertisement are debentures products and not deposit products. Baptist Financial Services (BFS) 
ABN 56 002 861 789 AFSL 311062 is a Registered Charity and issuer of the debentures products. BFS is not prudentially supervised by APRA. Therefore, an investor in our 
products will not receive the benefit of the financial claims scheme or the depositor protection provisions in the Banking Act 1959. Investments in our products are intended to 
be a means for investors to support the charitable purposes of BFS. We are required by law to notify investors that our products are intended only to attract investors whose 
primary purpose is to support our charitable purposes, are not comparable to investments with banks, finance companies or fund managers, and investors may be unable to 
get some or all of their money back when they expect or at all. Persons should consider whether or not the debentures are appropriate for them.

1300 650 542www.bfs.org.au
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 1300 721 561  info@magiholidays.com.au  
 www.magiholidays.com.au

Be Wise. Follow the Star

HIGHLIGHTS OF HOLY LAND
FOOT STEPS OF SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN HERITAGE TOUR
EUROPEAN REFORMATION
CHRISTIAN HERITAGE TOUR

Foxglove, an Australian 
charity empowering women 
in the developing world.

foxgloveproject

foxgloveproject.com
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An advocate for fostering and adoption, Dr. Kandiah 
is the founding director of Home for Good, a charity 
seeking to find permanent loving homes for children 
in the UK foster care system. He is the author of 13 
books including his latest, Faitheism: Why Christians 
and Atheists have more in common than you think. He 
is a regular broadcaster on the BBC and a contributor 
to the Guardian and Times of London. An international 
speaker and consultant, he offers both creativity and 
academic reflection to bring strategic change, culture 
shift and innovation. Dr. Kandiah and his wife have 
seven children through birth, adoption and fostering.

Dr. Krish Kandiah
Founder, Home for Good; Consultant;  
Social Entrepreneur
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Dr. Krish Kandiah

What would it look like if our homes and our organisations and our 
leadership teams were places of opportunity for all sorts of people? 
In his talk, Krish Kandiah talks about VIP leadership. He empowers 
leaders to live out their potential by maximizing vision, inclusion, 
and proximity. He reminds us that VIP leaders know the difference 
between seeing problems or seeing opportunity.

Vision
Krish says, “Leadership is about having vision to see things differently 
than everyone else. When other people see problems, you see 
opportunity. When other people see chaos, you see a way through.” 
Leaders with vision take people on a journey; they are tour guides.

In what ways could you help others to see things differently when it 
comes to their leadership and the position they have on your team or 
in your organisation? 

Inclusion
Krish describes the difference between hospitality and prejudice. He 
says, “Hospitality welcomes them in. Prejudice makes people lock 
their doors. Hospitality makes people open their doors. Prejudice 
sees problems. Hospitality sees people. This is the power of radical 
inclusion.”

In what areas do you need to change the way you lead in order to be 
more inclusive? Note those ideas below.

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Proximity
Krish talks about the kind of leaders who create barriers or use brute 
force to accomplish a goal or achieve status—these leaders are often 
exemplified as those who lack understanding proximity. 

In what ways, within your closest circle, are you ‘setting the table’ to 
invite others to become their best selves? In what ways could you start 
to move toward being a ‘set the table’ leader?

ACT
Reflecting back on each of the three areas of VIP Leadership: vision, 
inclusion, and proximity, which ONE area can you act upon this 
coming week?

________________________________________________________________
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GuatemalaVietnam

When you donate to the Global Leadership Development Fund,  
you create opportunities to inspire vision and ignite transformation 
in 135+ countries around the world.

To impact 400,000+ people this year through the Summit and  
1 million by 2025, the 2019 goal is to raise $8 million. Every gift  
of any size makes a difference!

Your gift provides:
• Translation of the GLS into 60+ languages
• Scholarships for people with limited resources
• Safe event venues, equipment and technology training
• Start-up costs to hold GLS events in new international cities

Development Fund
THE GLOBAL LEADERSHIP  

“I believe the GLS is one of the best 
tools to use to transform our country. 
It is an opportunity to see what God 
is doing and adopt new ideas.”

Konstantinos Lazaridis
Pastor and Leadership Coach
Greek Evangelical Church, Greece
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Development Fund

CITIES MATTER
According to the Bible there is a strong connection 

between the people of God and the city.  God is not just 
trying to reach individuals, He is trying to reach cities. 

He is asking us, 

Should I not have concern
for the city?

What would you like to see 
different in your city?

27@GLNSUMMIT#GLS19
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Chris Voss founded The Black Swan Group, a firm that 
provides training and advises Fortune 500 companies 
through complex negotiations. A 24-year veteran 
of the FBI, he was the lead international kidnapping 
negotiator and was trained not only by the FBI, but by 
Scotland Yard and Harvard Law School. In his book, 
Never Split the Difference: Negotiating As If Your Life 
Depended On It, Voss breaks down these strategies so 
that anyone can use them in the workplace, in business 
or at home.  

Chris Voss
Former FBI Hostage Negotiator;  
CEO & Founder, The Black Swan Group
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@thefbinegotiator 
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Chris Voss

Founder and CEO of the Black Swan Group, Chris Voss, shares his 
learnings from years of leading international hostage negotiations 
with the FBI. Chris shares how leaders and organisations can grow in 
the art of negotiation.

The Art of Negotiation
Chris shares how, often, the most dangerous negotiations we are in 
are the ones we are unaware of.  If the words “I want” or “I need” are 
coming out of your mouth, you are in a negotiation.

The Mindset of Negotiation
Hear the Other Side Out
Chris instructs leaders to turn the negotiation into collaboration. What 
are some current needs or wants in your work or personal life require 
negotiating? List a few below. 

Tactical Empathy
People want to be understood and heard in negotiations. Chris shares 
how empathy has become confused with sympathy and compassion. 
Empathy is completely understanding where people are coming from 
and being able to communicate how the other person is feeling. What 
“white elephant in the room” feeling might you need to bring into the 
light during your next negotiation to build collaboration toward your 
desired outcome?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Practical Negotiation Skills
Review and reflect on the negotiation skills Chris shared in his 
interview. Select 2-3 of the skills from the following list. Which ones do 
you need to work on and look for opportunities to apply immediately 
to help you see results?

□   Apply Mirroring
□   Utilize the Power of No
□   Work Toward That’s Right vs. You’re Right
□   Use Effective Pauses
□   Be Likable
□   Use What and How Questions vs. Why
□   Be Genuinely Curious

ACT
Rejection is a universal experience when embraced, can lead to our 
growth and achievement of our biggest dreams. What ONE action can 
you apply the next time you experience rejection?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Danielle Strickland has led churches, started training 
schools and established justice departments around 
the world. She spent 22 years as an officer in The 
Salvation Army and is an Ambassador for Stop The 
Traffik. With a deep calling to empower people and  
to transform neighborhoods and the world, she 
co-founded Infinitum (A Way of Life), Brave Global, 
Amplify Peace and the Women Speakers Collective. 
Strickland is the author of several books, including 
The Ultimate Exodus. 

Danielle Strickland
Pastor; Author; Justice Advocate
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Danielle Strickland

With influence in multiple spheres from church leadership to 
launching justice missions around the world, leader and co-founder 
of Infinitum, Danielle Strickland, speaks about surviving and leading 
through change. In her talk, Danielle shares how leaders can not only 
survive, but thrive in times
of cultural change to bring about true, transformational change.

Transformational Change: Change the Right Things
Danielle shares her observation that life is like a tree. Much of the 
“fruit” or results of our life is connected to deeper rooted beliefs that 
produce those outcomes. She invites leaders to follow their outward 
results back through their actions, values, and ultimately to the 
foundational beliefs so that positive, transformational change can 
occur.

Take a fruit audit. What results (fruit), actions, values & beliefs are 
producing healthy and unhealthy fruits?

Transformational Change: Embrace the Process
Danielle describes how transformational change is a process. She 
takes us through the five stages of the transformational bridge: 
settled, unsettling, chaos, resettling, settled.

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Thinking about a transition you are experiencing right now, which 
stage in this process do you most identify with?

What feelings describe your experience in that stage?

Danielle goes on to share that disruption through this process is not 
a threat, it’s an invitation. What disruption are you perceiving as a 
threat? How might you reframe that perceived threat to become an 
invitation for leadership growth?

ACT
Of all the learning on change, what ONE action is most important to 
put into practice right away?

Session 6 | DISCUSSION GUIDE
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globalleadership.org.au/student

“If we can have a generation that knows what great leaderships looks 
like as they go into the workplace, ministry or other roles, then great 
leadership would become the norm and quality of life would increase. 
Our churches, our companies and our countries would look different 
because those young leaders coming into those roles know what to do.” 

Hannah Gronowski CEO, Generation Distinct 

Equipping the Next 
Generation to lead- 
   Both Now and in 

the Future

STUDENT

The Student GLS is an inspiring 1-day 
experience (9am – 3pm) with fresh, 
actionable leadership content, uniquely 
designed to expand and equip students with 
a grander vision for their lives.

APRIL - JULY

Join over 2000 students in  
15+ high schools across Australia

GLOBALLEADERSHIP.ORG.AU/STUDENT

Learn more at

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
PRESENTED BY
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Bear Grylls is the embodiment of adventure. A 
former member of the British Special Forces, Grylls 
has climbed Everest, crossed the Arctic Ocean in an 
inflatable boat and has publicly supported the Alpha 
Course to help inspire people in their journey of faith. 
His Emmy-nominated TV show Man Vs Wild became 
one of the most watched programs on the planet with 
an estimated audience of 1.2 billion. He also hosts 
NBC’s hit show Running Wild with Bear Grylls as well as 
groundbreaking series on National Geographic, Netflix 
and Amazon. He is a number 1 best-selling author and 
has sold over 15 million books. Bear will be joining us 
by video from the mountains in Switzerland, and is 
speaking on courage, kindness and never giving up.

Bear Grylls
Adventurer; Writer; TV Host
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Bear Grylls

Bear communicates that all leaders experience summits in their 
journey but also (at one time or another) will have deep valleys to walk 
through, struggles that will try to defy us and self-doubt that will rage 
within us. He says that “It’s what you see in the mirror that defines 
you. It’s what you see in the mirror that makes you or breaks you.”

In his talk he shines light on four specific things that shaped his 
leadership and carried him through the storms and he asks us to 
consider how these four things could impact our journey.

The Failures
Bear shares when he first went for SAS training, he wasn’t fast 
enough, smart enough, or good enough for the Special Forces. He 
communicates that his failures far outweighed his successes, but 
it was these failures that built resilience in him over time. He says: 
“There is no shortcut to your goals that avoids failure.”

□   What failures in your own leadership journey have created doorways 
of opportunity because you embraced them and built resilience? Are 
there any failures that you are running from?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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The Fear
Bear believes that life rewards those who walk toward their fears. And 
often, as we edge toward our fears—even tentatively—they melt way. 
He challenges us to use fear as a driver and an emotion to sharpen us.

□   Write a brief description of what you’re fearful of and how it might 
be holding you back.

The Fire
Bear communicates our failures and fears need to be turned into 
power. We need a fire to keep moving on, and to move from ordinary 
to extraordinary. It’s the fire inside of you that dictates the results 
around you—giving a little bit extra or going a little bit further.

□   Take a few minutes to reflect on a time that you felt the “fire that 
burns inside” move you forward—even against the odds. When was 
it? What did it feel like?

Session 7 | DISCUSSION GUIDE
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Bear Grylls

The Faith
Bear talks about the exhausting climb of Everest—and how we all 
face our own Everest. He talks about how he leaned on faith as his 
backbone to go through difficult seasons and draws on it every day. 
He says that faith says, “I am known, I am loved, and I am forgiven— 
regardless of how many times I fall down or fail.”

□   Reflecting on your own faith journey, how has it helped you in a 
difficult time? In what ways did you lean on it? Or, in what ways might 
have faith helped you if had lean on it? 

ACT
Decide which ONE element (kindness, gratitude, or humility) you’ll 
focus on over the next few weeks and make a list of three things you’ll 
do on a regular basis to practice it.

________________________________________________________________
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International GLS Events
Happening September 2019 through March 2020

90+  
Denominations

*Some Countries Undisclosed

800+
Locations

60
Languages

135+
Countries*

270,000+
Attendees
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Years after Jia Jiang began his career in the corporate 
world, he became an entrepreneur and discovered 
everyone’s biggest fear: rejection. To conquer his fear, 
Jiang embarked on a journey and discovered a world 
where people are much kinder than we imagine. 
The best-selling author of Rejection Proof, owner of 
Rejection Therapy and CEO of Wuju Learning, Jiang 
teaches people and trains organisations to become 
fearless through rejection training. 

Jia Jiang
Best-Selling Author; Blogger; Entrepreneur
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Jia Jiang

Jia Jiang, entrepreneur and owner of Rejection Therapy and author 
of Rejection Proof shares insights to leaders about how rejection can 
be their greatest gift in leadership. Rejection is something all leaders 
fear, but Jia shares how rejection can actually lead to our growth and 
achievement of our biggest dreams.

Reflecting on Rejection
How has that rejection experience influenced your leadership 
positively or negatively?

Embrace Rejection 
Rejection is a numbers game.
Jia shares the reality that if you go through enough no’s you eventually 
get a yes. How might you begin to reframe rejection as playing a 
numbers game to discover who will say yes?

________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________
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Rejection is an opinion.
Rejection actually helps you discover the preferences of others. As 
you go through your next week, with each rejection you encounter, 
make a note below of what you learn about the opinions of others.

Rejection is growth.
Connection, camaraderie, and unity are some of the outcomes of 
a shared rejection experience. In what ways has shared rejection 
positively impacted the culture of your team or organisation?

ACT
Rejection is a universal experience when embraced, can lead to our 
growth and achievement of our biggest dreams. What ONE action can 
you apply the next time you experience rejection?

Session 7 | DISCUSSION GUIDE
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“My vision for a better Lebanon 
is when people really start to 
believe everyone has influence. 
Unfortunately, we only think of 
people in high positions as people 
of influence. But to see a change 
in society, we need every man 
and woman to know they have an 
influence.”

Enaam Haddad
HR Director, Resurrection Church Beirut;
GLS Event Manager
Lebanon

Through your influence, people’s lives begin to change. 
Share how you are leveraging your influence and email us:

info@globalleadership.org.au

AROUND THE WORLD
Influence

STORIES OF THE SUMMIT’S
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info@globalleadership.org.au

“We are fighting corruption in  
Serbia. We need better leaders—
servant leaders. We need to see 
something different, and that’s why 
we need the GLS.”

Samuil Petrovski
National Director, EvanDeosko Udruzenje 
Studenata; GLS Country Leader
Serbia

“We know employment is an issue, 
but if we don’t prepare our young 
people to be competent in those jobs, 
especially at the level of leadership, we 
won’t be able to grow. The GLS fills the 
knowledge gap our country needs.”

Mbutho Chibwaye
Software Consultant;
GLS Country Leader
Tanzania and Zanzibar

Nigeria Venezuela
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Craig Groeschel
Co-Founder & Senior Pastor, Life.Church
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Craig Groeschel, the official champion of The Global 
Leadership Summit, is the founding and senior pastor 
of Life.Church. As one of the most respected leaders 
in the Church, he speaks frequently at leadership 
events and conferences worldwide and hosts the Craig 
Groeschel Leadership Podcast. He is also a New York 
Times bestselling author and was named one of the top 
10 CEOs in the U.S. (small and midsize companies) by 
Glassdoor. 

@craiggroeschel
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Craig Groeschel

Craig Groeschel addresses the power of emotions to drive action 
in leadership. He shares how leaders can utilize emotions toward 
positive action to motivate and inspire people to fulfill the mission in 
a way that knowledge alone can’t do.

The Power of Emotions
Craig talks about the difference between a leader who impresses you 
and a leader who connects with you. Reflect on the leaders you know; 
how did it feel when they tried to impress you versus connect with 
you? What behaviors might you change to connect more deeply with 
those you lead?

Share Stories Purposefully
Craig shared, “the fastest way to change someone’s mind is to connect 
with their heart not just their head.” Reflect on an upcoming meeting 
where you need to convince someone (clients, vendors, colleagues, 
teammates, or your kids) to take action, how can you connect to their 
heart not just their head? To prepare, ask yourself, “what do I want 
them to feel?” Write down your ideas below.

________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Show Vulnerability Thoughtfully
We may impress people with our strengths, but we connect with people 
through our weaknesses. What does it look like to be thoughtful in 
sharing vulnerably? Where have you seen it done well? 

ACT
Think about the three ways we can utilize emotions in leadership:

□   Share stories purposefully
□   Choose words deliberately
□   Show vulnerability thoughtfully

Which ONE can you put into practice this week?

Session 7 | DISCUSSION GUIDE
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LEADERSHIP RESOURCES 

Craig Groeschel Liz Bohannon Danielle 
Strickland

DeVon Franklin Patrick 
Lencioni

Chris Voss

Jia Jiang Todd Henry Krish Kandiah

Bear GryllsJo Saxton
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Use the chart below to compile your key takeaways and 
prioritize your action steps.

MY ACTION PLAN 

1. From the above steps, which are the two main ones that, if focused on, will 
make your leadership more effective and bring better results?  
• What challenges do you expect to face? 
• What opportunities do you see in front of you? 
• How can you set yourself up for success in these areas? 

2. What is the first action step you will take this week?

Keep Growing All Year Round 
• Explore GlobalLeadership.org for fresh, actionable leadership content on 

multiple platforms
• Read a book by a GLS faculty 
• Discuss a session from GLS with your team or a friend using the Team Edition.  

Speaker Action Step Priority
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• Capture Top 3 actionable ideas
• Identify 3 growth goals

My Leadership  
GROWTH JOURNEY

86                   THE GLOBAL LEADERSHIP SUMMIT  

7
days

In the next 7 days, 
debrief with staff, work 
teams and/or friends

ATTEND GLS
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30
days

• In the next 60 days, join or start 
a GLS Learning Community

• Use the GLS Team Edition with 
discussion guide to go deeper 
with your team or group

Develop an Action Plan
• Create accountability
• Explore GlobalLeadership.org
• Read a book by GLS Faculty 

ATTEND GLS

87                @GLSAUS#GLS19

“Leadership and learning are indispensable 
to each other.”

- John F. Kennedy

60
days



Don’t Wait 365 Days

Reflect on your own or grab your team or a friend to 
discuss what you just learned and put skills into action.  
Find additional videos and free tools to help you take 
next steps for growth at: 

Maximize your influence and unleash transformation 
in your city, community, office, church, school or family 
through regular leadership growth.

Whether you are looking to lead yourself, your team or your 
organisation, access more than 2,200 free & on-demand 
leadership resources on GlobalLeadership.org or in the 
GLSnext App.

GlobalLeadership.org/Grow

DON’T KNOW WHERE TO START?
DEBRIEF THE 2019 SUMMIT
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Accelerate Your Leadership 
Development Journey  
Year-Round with the  
Global Leadership Network
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Carey Nieuwhof - March 2020  
Let’s continue our leadership journey together! Join us for 
GLS Plus with Carey Nieuwhof in March 2020. At 6 cities 
across Australia, this 1-day conference is for anyone want-
ing to grow their leadership!

Leadership Resources Include:

Articles Search and browse the latest leadership 
articles by topic for transformational insights, diverse  
points of view and expert advice.

GlobalLeadership.org/Articles

Videos Stream the latest video clips from The 
Global Leadership Summit faculty, excerpts from past 
Summit events and more inspiring leadership experts 
in our network.

GlobalLeadership.org/Videos

Podcasts Listen to world-class leadership content 
while driving, exercising or commuting. Search by 
topic and access podcasts to equip and inspire you 
while on-the-go. (English only) 
GlobalLeadership.org/Podcasts

Stories of Transformation 
Experience inspirational stories of leaders 
who were empowered to create change in 
their local communities and around the globe. 

GlobalLeadership.org/Stories

Team Edition is exclusively designed to develop 
your leadership and your team with the Summit 
experience. Challenge yourself as a leader with 
high-impact talks as well as processing tools for next 
level application.
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The Global Leadership Summit Team Edition on DVD  
is designed to help you and your team continue your leadership  
development. Identify individual and team development goals  

and use this resource to help advance what matters most  
to you and your organization.

Kit Includes:
• High-impact talks from  

The Global Leadership  
Summit 2019 (messages only)

Bonus Features:
• 2019 Grander Vision stories
• PDF with session outlines and  

discussion questions to process  
important ideas and next steps  
with your team

 & © 2019 Global Leadership Network. P.O. Box 3188, Barrington, IL 60010,  
U.S.A. All rights reserved. Unauthorized duplication and distribution prohibited.
Warning: No copies of this program, in whole or in part, may be made for any  
reason or purpose whatsoever. A limited license for public exhibition for up to  
25 people is granted to churches or organizations so long as no fee of any kind is 
charged. Using this content for training events of more than 25 people constitutes  
a private view event, and requires separate licensing and permissions. Please visit  
globalleadership.org/tepermissions for more information about permissions  
request. Commercial use of this program, including conferences, conventions,  
internet, broadcast, and fundraising is strictly prohibited.

GlobalLeadership.org

DVD VERSION

A major portion of every purchase is invested in bringing tools to  
courageous leaders in under-resourced communities worldwide.

Language features subtitle or voiceover available for select sessions. DeVon
Franklin

Bozoma
Saint John

Craig 
Groeschel

Bear
Grylls

Ben  
Sherwood

Danielle
Strickland

Patrick
Lencioni

Aja
Brown

Dr. Krish
Kandiah

Liz
Bohannon

Jia
Jiang

Jason
Dorsey

Chris
Voss

Jo
Saxton

Todd
Henry

How to Leverage this Resource: 
 1.  Re-watch the sessions that impacted you most.  
  To unite your team, watch these sessions together  
  with those who were not able to attend the Summit  
  with you.

 2. Identify the topics and ideas that challenged you  
  the most. Select the corresponding video talks,  
  and then use the discussion guides to process  
  with your team.

Team Edition

 & © 2019 Global Leadership Network. 
All rights reserved. 

GlobalLeadership.org

Team Edition
ON USB
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Global Leadership Network Australia thanks the following Media 
Partners for their support in promoting GLS19.

Thank You
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SPONSORSHIP DIRECTORY

ACOM
www.acom.edu.au
1800 672 692  |  info@acom.edu.au 

The Australian College of Ministries (ACOM) is a higher education 

ministry training college with over 700 students around the country, 

specialising in delivering dynamic and flexible online adult-learning 

environments tailored to student’s individual needs. Our students’ 

study where they are located and prepare for ministry “on-the-job” 

where their place of ministry is their campus. We train Christian 

leaders, chaplains, pastors, youth workers and anyone who follows 

Jesus into mission and ministry. Our courses range from entry level 

Diplomas through to Doctorates. We are excited to present our Master 

of Leadership aimed at professional development for today’s leaders in 

the community and church sector.

Alta-1 College 

www.alta-1.com.au  
(08) 9403 8200  

Alta-1 College is a multi-sited school, with metropolitan and regional 

campuses that have been providing alternative education to school 

students in WA and QLD, who are marginalized by mainstream 

education, and are therefore at educational and emotional risk.  Alta-1 

College develops emotional, social and spiritual pathways that assist 

students to navigate through life as well as growing in their academic 

pathway.
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Annandale Christian College 

www.acc.qld.edu.au
(07) 4725 2082        

Life & Learning through Christ-centered Education

Annandale Christian College has 620 students from Kindergarten 

to grade 12. Christ and his teachings are central to all our units of 

work. Our students are taught to see the world through a Christian 

worldview informed by the integrity of the Bible. 

With opportunities to serve within our classes, with other students 

across the school or in the Mission field such as in our Annual trip to 

Palm Island (Bwgcolman) we offer many and varied opportunities for 

students to develop their communication and leadership skills. 

Our College has consistently achieved high academic achievement in 

national and state testing as well as preparing our students for a range 

of career pathways from immediate employment, VET apprenticeships 

and a wide range of university courses including entry into Bachelor 

of Surgery and Medicine by 2 – 5% of our graduates. Our deep hope 

is to see every student use the gifts that God has given them to go to 

careers where they bless others and live lives in service.

We offer affordable school fees and have been recognised as the only 

independent school in Townsville to reduce their fees for 2019. 

Annandale Christian College has big school opportunities with a small 

school feel. It’s a place where your child matters and belongs. Together 

with your family, Annandale Christian College will share every step of 

your child’s journey from kindergarten to Year 12. 

SPONSORSHIP DIRECTORY

Baptist Financial Services (BFS)
www.bfs.org.au
1300 650 542  |  clients@bfs.org.au

BFS provides financial solutions for the development of Christian 

ministry across Australia and has been operating for over 30 years.  

Funds invested by clients with BFS are used to finance and support 

churches and other Christian related ministries such as schools, 

mission groups and social & community services.  BFS provides a range 

of financial products and services that help resource, finance and 

facilitate ministry. Further details about BFS and our products and 

services and how you can help in resourcing Christian ministry can be 

found on our website.
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SPONSORSHIP DIRECTORY

Bible Society Australia
biblesociety.org.au  
1300 242 537   |   scott.walters@biblesociety.org.au 

Bible Society champions the Bible to share the love of Jesus. We look 

for every possible way to get people into the Bible, to see themselves 

as God sees them, and to have their lives changed by a loving God. 

Our work is possible through the support of our generous donors who 

enable us to support the translation, production and distribution of 

Bibles, as well as subsidise their cost across the world. We also help 

local communities engage with the Bible and we advocate for the 

good book in public places, like schools, boardrooms, universities and 

the media.

Compassion Australia 

www.compassion.com.au  
1300 22 44 53  | compassion@compassion.com.au 

Compassion is an international holistic child development and child 

advocacy ministry committed to releasing children from poverty in 

Jesus’ name. Working in partnership with local churches, our global 

network of 12 funding countries and 25 developing countries is 

able to foster the spiritual, economic, socio-emotional and physical 

development of over 1.8 million children. Join the Compassion 

Australia family and become one of over 80,000 sponsors who are 

giving a hope more powerful than poverty.
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Foxglove Project  
Empowering Women. Transforming Communities.
www.foxgloveproject.com  |  email@foxgloveproject.com        

Foxglove Project is an Australian charity working to eradicate poverty 

in the Developing World by empowering women and girls to discover 

their worth, their capacity and their voice.  We partner with projects in 

Rwanda, India and Cambodia.

The founder of the Foxglove Project, Kelley Chisholm, was a long-term 

minister at Riverview Church, until she started the charity in 2012 after 

completing a Masters in International & Community Development.

  

Foxglove focuses on the empowerment of women and girls – the most 

marginalised demographic of those living in poverty but also the 

group most able to bring development and change. 

 

Our primary strategy is supporting women into lifelong Self Help 

Groups where they discover friendship, make savings, undertake 

training and within 12 months, establish a micro business that will 

support their own needs and those of their families.  The change starts 

with the women, but impacts the entire village community.  

At the heart of the Foxglove approach, is a belief in the enormous 

capacity of people, even the poorest, to change their own lives and 

futures.

SPONSORSHIP DIRECTORY

FOXGLOVE
P R O J E C T
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SPONSORSHIP DIRECTORY

Maji Pilgrimages
www.magiholidays.com.au   

Magi Pilgrimages has extensive understanding in organising 

pilgrimages to Holy Land and Europe, specially catered to Christian 

groups from all over the world, seeking a prayerful and moving 

pilgrimage experience. With operations in 9 countries around the 

world including USA, UK, Germany, Switzerland, Ireland, Israel, India, 

Thailand and Australia we offer uncompromising quality and luxury at 

an affordable price. We lay a greater emphasis on scripture reflections 

and the lives of the saints, thus making our journeys a true pilgrimage 

experience distinguishing packages from mere religious holidays or 

faith-based tours. Our quest for improvement helps us extend our 

product range, as we are always excited about customizing itineraries 

and sites to meet our customers’ interests. We offer special rates for 

group enquiries and free travel for group leaders of 20+ pilgrims. In 

Australia, we are a licensed travel agent and an approved participant 

of the AFTA Travel Accreditation Scheme (ATAS) which reassures our 

pilgrims about our service standards to deliver prompt, efficient and 

quality services to our pilgrims and pastors.

UCare 

www.ucarehq.com 
support@ucare.com 

Since 2006 we’ve been helping churches around Australia and the 

world with effective & affordable church apps that let you focus 

on ministry & loving people. Our integrated church management 

software streamlines child safety & check-in. In addition pastoral care 

focused tools to help ensure people don’t fall through the cracks 

through reminders and automation. It also streamlines management 

and registration for events of 10 people to events of 10,000s of people. 

There’s even more to UCare so get in touch or start your free trial today.



Ignite Transformation
There are 7 areas of influence that can truly transform a city and a 

nation but in order to see transformation these facets of society must 
be reached with better leadership. 

We are all called to impact the sphere of society God has called us to 
influence. As each of us does this, we reclaim the culture one person 

at a time, one industry at a time, one facet of society at a time. 

The mission of the Global Leadership Network is to inspire and equip 
world class leadership that ignites transformation. 

Join us on the journey!
Leverage your influence to ignite transformation.

Family Church Education Government

Media Arts/
Entertainment

Business



For Your Ongoing Leadership Development

•  Watch or listen to 700+ free  
videos from 120+ leadership  
experts, including full Summit talks 
and exclusive backstage content 
with new videos added each week

•  Search and browse by keyword,  
topic, speaker and category

•  Read, listen or watch world-class  
leadership content with your  
choice of videos, quotes, articles  
and podcasts

•  Personalize your own leadership 
development journey with custom 
playlists, favorites, recommended 
content and syncing across all  
your devices

App

Download the Free  
GLSnext App Today!

DOWNLOAD 

“The GLSnext App is 
FANTASTIC if you are leading 

a team meeting or want 
to search using keywords. 
There’s 20 year’s worth of 

content here. GOLD!”
Jedidiah AJ

Rated the #1 Leadership App  
in the World

Downloaded on 360,000+ devices 
spanning 195 countries and  

receiving 7739+ ratings averaging  
4.8 stars.

4.8

FREE  
FOREVER

(English only)


